CONSULTANCY

frameWORKS

AUDIT

The next step in enhancing
student success

TOOLKITS

FRAMEWORKS

Diagnosis

HEA’s frameWORKS series delivers eﬀective teaching and learning
enhancement, centred on student success.
The series provides the HE sector with a national reference point
for reviewing and enhancing policy, process and practice, covering
the key thematic priorities that impact upon the quality of learning
and teaching.

Diagnosis
RECOMMENDATIONS

The audit involves gaining an understanding of your current
position, diagnosing current practice and issues aﬀecting
performance. The supporting materials and consultancy help to:

SELF AND/OR GROUP
ASSESSMENT

• Understand the frameworks and how to apply them in practice
• Conduct a detailed analytical self-assessment using the HEA’s diagnostic

The frameWORKS series provides a way for benchmarking or
evidencing current performance, progress and impact, over time
and comparative to others.

tools and benchmark current activity against our frameWORKS series
• Make the best use of the external review and veriﬁcation processes
and resulting report.

Undertake an HEA audit

Outcomes

HEA provides an initial opportunity to engage with the frameWORKS
series through a range of tailored audits. The audit process is
summarised opposite.

• A benchmark of current performance at institution, faculty, department,
programme and/or individual level, including areas of strength and for
improvement within and across thematic areas

Once the audit is completed you will have:

• A precise picture of your learning and teaching strengths, highlighting
where you currently achieve best practice

An HEA audit takes a diagnostic approach, analysing institutional,
faculty, department and/or programme performance against one
or more of our thematic frameworks.
A completed audit is a powerful tool. It will provide a clear view of your
learning and teaching strengths, highlighting where you currently
achieve best practice, along with a set of focused recommendations.

• Identification of areas that need improvement along with a set of focused recommendations.
• Evidence to build a case for excellence in learning and teaching.
EVIDENCE OF
EXCELLENCE

CURRENT POLICY AND
PRACTICE INDICATOR

Outcomes
BENCHMARK

TRANSFORMING TEACHING. INSPIRING LEARNING.

To ﬁnd out how an audit can be arranged for your particular needs,
please contact your Partnership Manager
by email at consultancy@heacademy.ac.uk
or visit www.heacademy.ac.uk/transform

